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Agenda

Make it Reliable

Make it Expansive

Make it Diverse



Roadmap
NHD

WE are Here:

Identify the theme 
(Frontiers In History: People, Places, Ideas)
Choose a Topic

Craft a Research Question

Primary & Secondary Source Research



Historical
Make it

Start with your question &
hypothesis

Always have a plan

Search deliberately

Historical Research with 

primary & secondary sources

Reliability is key!



Relevant
Make It

"Your question and hypothesis give you your
most important basis for screening sources: they

help you focus only on those that test your
hypothesis, either supporting it or challenging it."

 
One relevant source is more valuable than a

dozen irrelevant ones.
Source: Booth, Wayne C., Gregory G. Colomb, and Joseph M. Williams. 2008. The Craft of Research. 3rd ed. Chicago

Guides to Writing, Editing and Publishing. Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press.



Reliable
Make it

The source is published by a reputable press.
The publisher uses peer reviews for everything
it publishes.
The author is a reputable scholar.
The source is current.

After screening for relevance, you should
screen for reliability! 
A few indicators of reliability: 

Source: Booth, Wayne C., Gregory G. Colomb, and Joseph M. Williams.
2008. The Craft of Research. 3rd ed. Chicago Guides to Writing, Editing

and Publishing. Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press.



Primary sources are materials directly related to a topic by
time or participation. 

Secondary sources are usually published books or articles by an
author who makes a personal interpretation about a topic based on
primary sources. 

three types of sources

Tertiary sources are books and articles based on secondary
sources. They synthesize and explain research in a field, usually for a
popular audience.  

Source: Booth, Wayne C., Gregory G. Colomb, and Joseph M. Williams. 2008. The Craft of Research. 3rd ed. Chicago Guides to Writing, Editing and Publishing. Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press.



Secondary Sources

What's the big
deal about

Information that has
undergone some sort

of analysis or
interpretation

Secondary sources
are the arguments

and methods of
historians



Reliable
Make it

The ideal secondary source will have been
written by a respected historian, reviewed
by other historians, and published by well-
known publisher.

Secondary sources put student researchers
in the conversation with other scholars

not all non-primary sources are

secondary sources

Finding a great secondary source will lead
to primary sources!



Primary Sources
Let's Talk About

All primary sources
are equally important.

What matters most is
how you use the

source.



Primary
Make it

Historic objects
  

Government
records  

 
Photographs

 

Manuscript
collections 

 
Newspapers from

the era 

Music of the era
 

Interviews with
participants

 

Letters 
 

Original film
footage

 
Autobiographies



Expansive
Make it

"Once you have located one reliable
academic book or article, you have a

trailhead for finding more: its footnotes
and works cited point to sources you can

track down, and their citations will point
still farther down the trail."

Source: Booth, Wayne C., Gregory G. Colomb, and Joseph M. Williams.
2008. The Craft of Research. 3rd ed. Chicago Guides to Writing, Editing

and Publishing. Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press.



Trail

Follow the
bibliographic

Skim the
preface

One source
always
leads to
others

Start with
sources

mentioned
most often 

Skim the
works cited

& index

Source: Booth, Wayne C., Gregory G. Colomb, and Joseph M. Williams. 2008. The Craft of Research. 3rd ed. Chicago
Guides to Writing, Editing and Publishing. Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press.



Trail

Follow the
bibliographic

Skim the
preface

One source
always
leads to
others

Start with
sources

mentioned
most often 

Skim the
works cited

& index

Research
Question!

Follow
your 

Source: Booth, Wayne C., Gregory G. Colomb, and Joseph M. Williams. 2008. The Craft of Research. 3rd ed. Chicago
Guides to Writing, Editing and Publishing. Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press.



Expansive
Make it



Primary Sources & Historical POV

First: Identifying Primary Sources Second: Thinking like a Historian Third: Historical Significance

Research Description: Analyzing primary sources
will help you to draw your own conclusions about
the significance of your topic and its connection

to the theme.

Historians interpret the past by looking at events
and turning points through historic lenses. They
use these lenses to better understand the way

turning points affected people in different ways.

A thorough understanding of historical contest,
turning point, historical debates, primary

sources,and historic lenses will enable you to
show your topic’s significance in history. You will
argue thissignificance with a thesis statement.

Letters, Diaries, Telegraph Messages
Government Documents and Legal Cases
Photos, Moving Footage,Newsreels, Speeches

Types of Sources: Documents that illustrate cultural impact,
economic impact, religious impact, political

impact, social impact

Legal cases that use your topic as a
reference.New laws that can be traced back to
your topicA continuing debate that is based on

your topicForeign or domestic policy that
changed because of your topic

Who is the author? 
What is their point of view?
How is this person involved?
Does the information conflict with or agree
with the secondary sources?
What other information do you need to
answer your questions?

How did your topic influence society as a whole?
Were any members of society impacted more or

less than others?What was gained or lost
because of your topic?

What are the immediate and long-term impacts
of your topic?How does this significance continue
to matter today?What argument can you make
that connects the historical significance to the

theme?What is the “so what” that you want your
audience to know about your conclusions?Why

does this matter?
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ABCs of
NHD

always

be

connecting

back to the

theme



"To make your research as
reliable as you expect your
sources to be, you have to

use them fairly and
accurately."

Source: Booth, Wayne C., Gregory G. Colomb, and Joseph M. Williams. 2008. The Craft of Research. 3rd ed. Chicago
Guides to Writing, Editing and Publishing. Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press.



Read for a problem, "if you are having trouble formulating a problem or
question. [...] Look for claims that puzzle you, that seem inaccurate or
simplistic, or for data that others have ignored or not pursued"

Three uses for sources

Read for an argument, "one way to use a source is to borrow not its specific
substance (that would be plagiarism), but the logic of its argument. [...] When you
take notes, [...] create an outline of the argument and note the kind of evidence used
as support."

Read for evidence, "This is the most common reason for consulting sources: to
find data useful as evidence to support a claim. When you find evidence, report it as
completely and accurately as possible and cite the source fully, not only to give
credit but to help readers find your source so that they can check the data for
themselves."

Source: Booth, Wayne C., Gregory G. Colomb, and Joseph M. Williams. 2008. The Craft of Research. 3rd ed. Chicago
Guides to Writing, Editing and Publishing. Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press.



Diverse
Make it

A perspective is one point of view; one person's
experience or side of the story.

Multiple perspectives are present when a topic is
considered from more than one point of view,
considering the different experiences or opinions
of the people involved.



Looking at just
one point of view
is only part of the
story. This is
single-sided and
incomplete.

Like closing one
eye and looking
through only one
lens of binoculars.
You aren't seeing
the full picture.

Why are multiple perspectives
important to historians?

Source: "Wedding of the Rails," Today in History, May 10. Library of Congress.



Looking at just
one point of view
is only part of the
story. This is
single-sided and
incomplete.

Like closing one
eye and looking
through only one
lens of binoculars.
You aren't seeing
the full picture.

Multiple
perspectives

add to the story,
especially those

with different
opinions or

experiences.
 

Look through
both lenses and

the picture
changes

because you
have more

information.

Why are multiple perspectives
important to historians?

Source: "Where the Buffalo No Longer Roamed," Smithsonian Magazine, July 17, 2012.



There are likely a variety of perspectives within each group.

By 
location?

Who stood
to gain or

lose
financially?

With or
without

power or
influence? 

By religion or
cultural

background?

How did the experiences or opinions change among those:



Not every

point of

view

Different topics will need to consider perspective in different ways.

Played an equal role

Was impacted equally

Needs to show up in the

same way in your

project



"The trick is to read with an open mind,
as omnivorously as your time allows,
but with a mind that also can weed

out those sources that do not speak
to your specific question and its

possible answers."

Source: Booth, Wayne C., Gregory G. Colomb, and Joseph M. Williams. 2008. The Craft of Research. 3rd ed. Chicago
Guides to Writing, Editing and Publishing. Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press.



questions
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